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How will 5 a day help me to stay 
healthy?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How have sports changed since 
your grandparents were younger?  

 

Communication, Language and Literacy 

There will be continuous opportunities for a variety of role play 

situations, both indoors and out. The children will be encouraged 

to use what they are learning to develop their own writing skills 

during independent play. The children will develop their phonic 

skills on a daily basis and will be bringing a book home to share 

daily.  

Mathematical Development 

During this term, the children will work with numbers up to 10 
and beyond, developing their counting skills and using them in 
a variety of real life situations, such as counting autumn treas-
ures. The children will learn the language of more/ fewer / less 
and find 1 more or less. than a given number. Reception will 
use a number line to count on or back linked to our topics.  

Understanding of the World 

The children will be looking at seasonal changes in their envi-

ronment. The children will be going on an autumn walk to 

collect signs of this season. The children will name and de-

scribe unusual fruits and vegetables relating to the harvest 

festival. They will explore light through torches and shadow 

play. The children will learn the story of Guy Fawkes and the 

Gunpowder plot.  

Characteristics of Learning 

These underpin how your child learns and is the basis 

of the Early Years Foundation Stage 

The children will be learning through finding out and explor-

ing, playing with what they know and being willing to have a 

go. They will also be encouraged to get involved and concen-

trate on activities through perseverance and enjoy meeting 

their own challenges whilst developing their own ideas. Chil-

dren will develop their critical thinking through making links, 

predictions and problem solving in their play.  

Physical Development 

The children will develop their physical skills during a range of   

activities, including indoor and outdoor games. They will also have 

the opportunity to develop their balancing and riding skills using 

the outdoor equipment. The children will develop their fine motor 

skills in the classroom, using a range of resources, to help prepare 

them for writing.  

Personal, Social and Emotional Development 

The children will be encouraged to follow the class rules which 

they will think of themselves, and to learn ways to stay safe at 

school. They will be encouraged to work together in groups and 

pairs to help develop this and to develop their relationships with 

others. The children will be encouraged to take turns, share and 

to listen to others in all situations and begin to solve disagree-

ments. The children will be encouraged to discuss the differences 

and similarities between each other, and to accept them.  

Expressive Arts and Design 

In art, the children will be exploring colour through messy 

play, collage, chalk and paint. They will use mirrors to help 

them with their self-portraits and will be encouraged to look 

carefully at their own features. They will be encouraged to 

look at things in more detail when making fruit prints and 

painting various fruits. The children will look at art linked to a 

range of festivals and will make craft items for Christmas. In 

music, the children will explore sounds, how to make them 

and how to change them, using both their voices and        

instruments.  


